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ABSTRACT 

The design of consecutive reverse horizontal curves is a common practice in road design with 

many environmental and economic benefits. In order the driver to avoid instantaneous lateral 

acceleration variation during the curvature direction shifting; nearly all design guidelines adopt 

spiral curves between the opposite turning directions. During the design of such curves, most 

European road design guidelines treat the spiral curves on both sides of the reverse curvature point 

(point where end of spiral on first curve concurs with beginning of spiral on second curve), as the 

boundaries within where the necessary superelevation transition takes place as well. Through this 

concept, the point with level (horizontal) superelevation rate usually coincides with the point of 

reverse curvature, thus creating a breakpoint at the superelevation transition when the reverse 

curves have different either superelevation values or spiral lengths. The paper investigates the 

impact of utilizing a continuous (linear) superelevation transition between the points where the 

first circular curve ends and the second circular curve begins. This assessment is carried out by 

quantifying the safety margins in terms of demanded friction values for both approaches. The 

investigation was based on the German RAL, 2012 design guidelines, tailored for unfavorable 

cases of high superelevation demand (sharp curves), through the utilization of an existing vehicle 

dynamics model. The analysis, revealed that the vehicle undergoes an immediate but rather 

moderate lateral friction demand variation.  However, before introducing the proposed approach 

in road design practice, there are certain issues that necessitate further research. 

Keywords: Reverse Horizontal Curves, Superelevation Transition, Side Friction  
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INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Road layouts with consecutive reverse horizontal curves consist a common practice in road 

design. Although the proper design of such arrangements offers many environmental and 

economic benefits, reverse horizontal curves impose numerous safety issues to overcome. For 

example, besides sight distance limitations, drivers experience difficulties to sustain their vehicle 

inside the driving lane due to the direction swap of the centrifugal force. 

Excessive centrifugal force generated by high design speed values, or sharp horizontal 

curvature, may cause abrupt, uncomfortable and unsafe maneuvers, or even lateral drifting of the 

vehicle. The effect of such unfavorable conditions can be reduced from the superelevation 

requirement, which is critical in terms of counterbalancing the instantaneous lateral acceleration 

variation caused by the centrifugal force during the curvature direction shifting. 

Although lateral friction force developed between the tires and road surface interaction 

also assists such a counterbalance of the lateral acceleration, in order a vehicle during the 

negotiation of horizontal curves to optimize the reduction impact of the centrifugal force, it is very 

important the outer to the curve edge-line of the pavement to be the superelevated one; higher than 

the one inside.  

Figure 1(a,b) shows a simplification of the lateral force distribution during a right turned 

curve applied on the well know mass-point, widely accepted in road design for the determination 

of the minimum horizontal radius (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4). 

During the lateral equilibrium, the following Equation applies: 
mV2

R
cose = mgsine + S     (1)   

→  
mV2

R
cose = mgsine + fR(mgcose +

mV2

R
sine)  (2) 

 

Assuming that (e<< → cose ≈ 1,  sine ≈ e)  

→ 
V2

gR
=

e+fR

1−efR
≈ e + fR     (3) 

→ Rmin =
V2

g(fR+e)
      (4) 

where: 

g: gravitational constant (g=9.81m/sec2) 

m: vehicle mass (kgr),  

e: superelevation rate (%/100) 

V: vehicle speed (m/sec), 

R: curve horizontal radius (m), 

S: lateral friction force (N),  

fR: lateral friction coefficient 

 

From Equation 4 it can be seen that the use of superelevation allows a vehicle to travel 

through curves more safely, since there is a safety margin either to increase speed or to reduce the 

curve radius by maintaining the alignment and vehicle speed respectively. 

Therefore, between succeeding reverse circular curves, in order the superelevation to be 

designed in accordance with Figure 1, many design guidelines (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4) request an adequate 

tangent length between, or preferably, an equivalent length with spiral curves. 

Spiral curves provide gradual change on the centrifugal force as well as more comfortable 

alignment between tangents and circular curves. More specifically in the AASHTO, 2018 design 

guidelines (1) it is stated that transition (spiral) curves simulate the natural turning path of a 
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vehicle, minimize encroachment on adjoining traffic lanes and tend to promote uniformity in 

speed. 

 

  
(a) lateral direction of travel       (b)   plan view 

Figure 1(a,b) Lateral Force Distribution during a Right Turned Curve on the Point-

Mass Model. 

 

During the design of consecutive curves, most European road design guidelines (e.g. 2, 3, 

4) treat the spiral curves on both sides of the reverse curvature point (point where end of spiral on 

first curve concurs with beginning of spiral on second curve), as the boundaries within where the 

necessary superelevation transition takes place as well. 

Through this conventional approach, the point with level (horizontal) superelevation rate 

usually coincides with the point of reverse curvature. As far as the two opposite curves have the 

same superelevation rates and spiral lengths the rotation rate of the superelevated pavement 

transition within the spiral curves is uniform (continuous). However, in case the reverse curves 

have different superelevation rates or spiral lengths, a breakpoint of the rotation rate is created at 

the point of reverse curvature. Such a case, where the reverse curve is formed by left curve 1 and 

right curve 2 (Figure 2a), is shown through Figure 2b. 

The paper investigates the impact of generalizing a continuous superelevation transition 

(rotation rate) between the points where the first circular curve ends and the second circular curve 

begins for arrangements of reverse curves. Such an alternative approach simplifies the 

superelevation rotation process as is far more construction-friendly. This assessment is performed 

by quantifying the safety margins in terms of demanded friction values for both conventional and 

continuous approaches, utilizing an existing vehicle dynamics model. 
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(a) reverse curve alignment projected linearly 

 
(b) superelevation transition 

Note. (i=1,2): Ri, Ai, Li : curve i radius, spiral parameter and spiral length (m). eLi, eRi, ΔsiL, ΔsiR: curve i 

left and right superelevation rates and superelevation rotation rates (%).                              

Δsmin: minimum superelevation rotation rate (%).  

Figure 2(a,b) Superelevation rotation breakpoint at the point of reverse curvature. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The proposed investigation is based on a realistic representation of the forces acting on a 

moving vehicle during tangent and curved alignments. Such an investigation has already been 

addressed in previous research of the authors (5-7) where aiming to assess vehicle safety from the 

interaction between road geometry, tire - pavement friction and vehicle parameters, a vehicle 

dynamics model was developed. The following sub-section provides a brief discussion on how the 

model was structured, where more details regarding the full equations description as well as the 

model’s validation process are available through references (5-7). 

 

Vehicle Dynamics Approach  

All forces and moments applied to the vehicle were analyzed into a moving                              

three-dimensional coordinate system, coinciding at the vehicle gravity center and formed by the 

vehicle’s longitudinal (X), lateral (Y) and vertical (Z) axis respectively. The vehicle’s coordinate 

system applied for a front wheel driven (FWD) vehicle is shown in Figure 3. Through these axes, 

the impact of certain vehicle technical characteristics, road geometry and tire friction were 

expressed, such as: vehicle speed/ wheel drive/ sprung and unsprung mass and it’s position of 

gravity center/ aerodynamic drag/ vertical lift/ track width/ wheel-base/ roll center/ suspension roll 

stiffness/ cornering stiffness/ grade/ superelevation rate/ rolling resistance tire-road adhesion 

values and horsepower supply. 
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Note: Ui (longitudinal forces); Si (lateral forces); Pi (vertical forces); Uf, Sf (forces in front axle) 

Figure 3  Vehicle Coordinate System 
 

Moreover, the model takes into account variables related to vehicle steering and tire 

sideslip angles (8), the actual wheel load due to the lateral load transfer as well as the corresponding 

alteration of the lateral force on each wheel, thus creating a four-wheel vehicle dynamics modelling 

(8-10).  

The available tractive effort of the vehicle (driving force minus rolling resistance) acting 

on the front or rear axle (depending on the driving configuration) was associated to the vehicle’s 

speed as well as the net power available at the driving wheels. Since a vehicle cannot always be 

driven at 100% of its available horsepower rate, the horsepower utilization factor (n) was 

introduced and the following equation applies: 

 

Fx = 745.60 
P

V

n

100
      (5) 

where : 

Fx : tractive force (Nt) 

P : net engine horsepower available at the driven axle [around 94% of the nominal value, (11)] 

(hp)  

v : vehicle speed (m/sec) 

n  : horsepower utilization factor (%) 

 

By applying laws of mechanics, the vehicle’s instant acceleration, which is expressed as a 

four-degree polynomial equation, can be formed as a function of vehicle’s instant speed as well as 

driven distance, thus delivering the following differential equation which is resolved by utilizing 

numerical Runge-Kutta method (12): 

 

a(v) =
dv

dd
v        (6) 

where: 

a(v): acceleration (m/sec2) 

v:  speed (m/sec) 

d: distance (m) 
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The solution of Equation (6) delivers the vehicle speed variation as a function of the driven 

distance.  

On the other hand, according to (13), pavement friction reserves are distributed to the 

longitudinal and lateral direction of travel. During a curve negotiation, the portion of friction 

experienced in the longitudinal direction, is engaged by the friction demanded laterally and the 

following equation applies, the upper limit of which is known as impending skid conditions: 

 

(
fT

fT,max
)

2

+ (
fR

fR,max
)

2

≤ 1     (7) 

where : 

fT      : longitudinal friction demand 

fT,max: maximum longitudinal friction  

fR     : side friction factor 

fR,max: maximum side friction 

 

Assuming a desired steady state vehicle cornering speed, referring to certain vehicle, road 

and friction parameters, by forcing a(v)=0 (Equation 6) and based on Equation 5, the model’s 

software calculates the horse-power utilization factor (n). At the same time, the demand in 

longitudinal and side friction is calculated and vehicle’s potential skidding is checked through 

Equation 7. 

It is evident that the sliding friction coefficient and consequently the relevant peak friction 

values in both directions are subject to marginal variations in terms of wet-dry pavement 

conditions as well. For this reason, in the present study the value of peak friction coefficients 

examined were set to 0.30 in order to address wet pavements with poor friction performance. 

 

Road and Vehicle Parameters  

The investigation regarding continuous superelevation rotation rate between the end of the 

first circular curve and the beginning of the second, is performed for the German rural design 

guidelines RAL 2012 (2). The assessment is based on the critical situation according to which the 

continuous rotation rate delivers negative superelevation on rather sharp circular curve. Therefore, 

EKL 3 design class was selected, the control values of which are shown in Table 1.  

 

TABLE 1  Control Values for EKL 3 Design Class (RAL, 2012) 

Design Speed       

V (km/h) 

Radius          

Rmin (m) 

Spiral Parameter          

Amin (m) 

Superelevation 

emax (%) 

Rotation Rate 

Δsmin (%) 

Grade    

smax (%) 
90 300 R/3 7 0.35 6.50 

 

Regarding vehicle parameters, a C-class mid-sized, front wheel drive (FWD) passenger car 

was selected, where at least from the vehicles’ dimensions’ points of view, a real case is 

represented (KIA Proceed). Although an effort was made to provide the utilized vehicles’ 

parameters from the vehicle industry, most of them were taken from the literature (9). The vehicle 

parameters inserted in the vehicle dynamics model are shown in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2  Vehicle Parameters Inserted to the Model 

L (m) 

tf (m) 

tr (m) 

m (kgr) 

lf (m) 

h (m) 

Kφf (Nm/rad) 

Kφr (Nm/rad) 

Caf (kp/rad) 

Car (kp/rad) 

muf (kgr) 

mur (kgr) 

hRf (m) 

hRr (m) 

rdyn (m) 

Af (m2) 

cN 

cd 

P (hp) 

wheelbase 

front track width 

rear track width 

vehicle mass 

position of gc from front axle 

position of gc from surface 

suspension roll stiffness (front) 

suspension roll stiffness (rear) 

cornering coef. (front) 

cornering coef. (rear) 

unsprung mass (front) 

unsprung mass (rear) 

roll center height (front) 

roll center height (rear) 

dynamic radius (tire) 

frontal area 

lift drag 

aerodynamic drag 

hp available on wheels 

 

 

ANALYSIS 

As already stated above, the objective of the present research is to assess an alternative and 

more construction-friendly process for superelevation transition between consecutive reverse 

horizontal curves. More specifically, the paper investigates the potential of introducing a 

continuous rotation rate between the end of the first circular curve and the beginning of the second, 

against the existing approach according to which the superelevation transition is formed through 

a breakpoint at the point of reverse curvature (level superelevation, e=0). 

Figure 4 shows once again a left-to-right reverse curve arrangement (curve 1 to curve 2 

respectively), where certain graphs provide more details regarding the performed assessment. 

The bottom graph of Figure 4 shows a linear projection of the reverse curve alignment at 

the area of the spiral curves. The chainage of the ending point of the first circular curve R1, which 

coincides with the beginning of the first spiral curve (A1) was set to 0.  

The following graph upwards shows the superelevation rotation rates (Δsi) of the left edge-

line between the two reverse circular curves. More specifically, the conventional (applied in 

current practice) superelevation rotation rate approach is shown against the continuous (proposed). 

The typical approach is formed of two different superelevation rotation rates Δs1L and Δs2L 

respectively, shown with two blue lines, and correspond to the superelevation variation regarding 

the two spiral curves with parameters A1 and A2. On the other hand, the continuous superelevation 

rotation rate (Δs) is shown with red line.  

A closer look on the proposed superelevation transition of Figure 4 reveals the following 

three sections: 
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 length of spiral curve 1 (left-curved) where the superelevation rotation rate in terms 

of curve rotation delivers (section 1): 

o positive superelevation for the conventional approach which varies between 

the ending point of the first circular curve (eL1) and 0% (eL1 is positive in 

terms of curve rotation but its value is negative, since the left edge-line is 

below the axis rotation)  

o positive superelevation for the continuous approach which varies between 

eL1 and ex1 (ex1 represents the equivalent superelevation rate for the 

continuous approach at the reverse curvature point and has negative value 

for the same reason mentioned above) 

 segment of spiral curve 2 (right curved) where the superelevation rotation rate in 

terms of curve rotation delivers (section 2):  

o positive superelevation for the conventional approach which varies between 

0% and ex2 (ex2 represents the equivalent superelevation rate for the 

conventional approach at the point where the superelevation rate for the 

continuous approach is 0% and has positive value, since the left edge-line 

is above the axis rotation)  

o negative superelevation for the continuous approach which varies between 

ex1 and 0%  

 remaining segment of spiral curve 2 (right curved) where the superelevation 

rotation rate in terms of curve rotation delivers (section 3): 

o positive superelevation for the conventional approach which varies between 

ex2 and eL2 

o positive superelevation for the continuous approach which varies between 

0% and eL2 

It is evident that potential critical situations of the assessment must be investigated at the 

starting area of the right curve (beginning of section 2), where the continuous superelevation 

rotation rate approach is superelevated negatively in terms of curve rotation. Therefore, the 

absolute value of ex1 must be maximized and the same time A1 minimized. In other words, the 

investigation should be performed on rather sharp circular curves. This explains the reason why 

EKL 3 design class was utilized (R was set to 300m, A1 was set to R/3=100m, and eLi for both 

circular curves was set to 7.0%). 

It should also be mentioned that the superelevation rotation rates (Δsi) were drawn in order to be 

always greater than Δsmin=0.35%.  

Within a spiral curve (with parameters A, R), the formula describing the superelevation rotation 

rate Δsi is as follows: 

 

Δsi =
e2−e1

A2 Rb       (8) 

where: 

e1: superelevation rate at the beginning of the spiral curve (%) 

e2: superelevation rate at the end of the spiral curve (%) 

b: lateral distance between outer point of traffic lane and rotation axis (3.50m for EKL 3) (m) 

 

Therefore, the lowest Δs (Δs2L) was set to 0.35%, where through Equation 8, the spiral 

parameter A2 was determined (A2=145.00m). 
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Figure 4 further shows the demanded side friction values (fR) for both approaches. More 

specifically, it can be seen that at the circular curves area, since the radii values and superelevation 

rates are equal, the delivered fR values are equivalent.  

 

 
Figure 4  Demanded Side Friction Values (fR) for Both Approaches 

 

However, this is not the case inside the transition curves. At the area of section 1, the 

superelavation rates of the continuous approach are higher, where as a result the demanded lateral 

friction values are somehow lower. Within section 3, the opposite phenomenon is reported.  

The most interesting finding can be seen at the area surrounded by section 2, and more 

specifically at the breakpoint area where the curve changes direction from left to right. At that 

point, the conventional superelevation rotation rate approach has no demand on lateral friction 

since on one hand there is an instantaneous tangent and on the other the superelevation rate is zero. 

Regarding the continuous superelevation rotation rate approach, at the same breakpoint the vehicle 

experiences motion from positive to negative superelevation, and since this point is located at an 

instantaneous tangent, the difference in friction demand is twice the supperelevation rate of the 

point. For the given values, by utilizing Equation 4 and Equation 8 the demanded lateral friction 

difference results to: 

ΔfR = 2x2.49/100 = 0.05      (9) 

 

The model also classifies the demanded lateral friction in terms of the most critical wheel, 

where as expected, this wheel was located on the front axle (FWD vehicle). It was found that the 

highest demand of lateral friction was experienced at the inner wheel to the curve. Therefore, for 
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section 1, critical was the front left wheel, and for section 2 and section 3 the front right 

respectively. 

Finally yet importantly, Figure 4 also illustrates the total demand in friction, between the 

two examined approaches, as delivered from Equation 7, where more or less the same conclusions 

are drawn. 

However, in order to investigate the most unfavorable case for the continuous 

superelevation rotation rate approach, the authors performed the same process by setting Δs=Δsmin. 

Following the same process for EKL 3 design class the relevant parameters were determined          

(R was set to 300m, A1 was set to R/3=100m, A2 was determined 179.00m and eL1, eL2 referring 

to both circular curves were set to 7.0% ). 

 The findings are shown through Figure 5, where additionally the longitudinal friction (fT) 

is also shown. As a general conclusion there seems to be (an expected) greater difference in the 

demanded lateral friction, which results to: 

  ΔfR = 2x3.67/100 = 0.07     (10) 

 

It is important to stress the fact that both assessments were performed for the maximum 

control grade value of 6.50%. The reason is that the longitudinal friction increases with positive 

grades, thus necessitating greater composite friction. However, for both cases this total friction 

was found to be below the available unfavorable value of fmax= 0.30. 

  

 
Figure 5  Demanded Side Friction Values (fR) for the Continuous Superelevation 

Rotation Rate Approach (case examined: Δs=Δsmin) 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present paper examined the potential of introducing a more flexible and construction-

friendly process for accommodating the superelevation rotation rate for arrangements of 

consecutive reverse curves. 

More specifically, an investigation was carried out regarding the impact of generalizing a 

continuous superelevation transition (rotation rate) between the points where the first circular 

curve ends and the second circular curve begins against the existing approach according to which 

the superelevation transition is formed through a breakpoint at the point of reverse curvature (level 

superelevation, e=0). 

The assessment was performed based on the German RAL, 2012 design guidelines, with 

respect to control values of superelevation and superelevation rotation rates, tailored for cases with 

high superelevation demand (sharp curves). As a result, the EKL 3 design class was utilized, which 

refers to vehicle speed value of 90km/h.  

Moreover, an existing vehicle dynamics model was also utilized in order to calculate the 

friction demand for both approaches and quantify the safety effects. 

The available friction was set to 0.30 in order to address wet pavements with poor friction 

performance. Since, during vehicle cornering, the portion of friction experienced in the 

longitudinal direction, is engaged by the friction demanded laterally, the model calculated the 

demanded friction portions in both directions of travel, as well as the overall friction, where the 

available friction was found sufficient for the examined parameters. 

Between the two assessed cases and around the point where the alignment changes the 

curvature direction (left to right or opposite), regarding the demanded lateral friction of the 

continuous superelevation transition, certain interesting findings were reported. By examining 

conditions under which the negative superelevation rate is maximized at the instantaneous tangent 

between the reverse spirals, and at the same time sustain the superelevation rotation rate to the 

control value of Δsmin=0.35%, the results, at that point, revealed that the vehicle undergoes an 

immediate but rather moderate lateral friction demand variation. This lateral friction difference, 

was found 0.05 and 0.07 when Δsmin was utilized on the conventional and continuous 

superelevation transition approach respectively. 

However, before introducing the proposed approach in road design practice, there are 

certain issues that necessitate further research. 

The present assessment needs to be validated also for speed values beyond the design speed 

and by investigating the acceleration - deceleration impact, especially braking (14). 

In addition, since only a single passenger car was examined, further work is required to 

incorporate the entire vehicle fleet (SUVs, sport vehicles, heavy vehicles, etc.) as well as their 

related parameters. 

Concluding, it should not be ignored that the human factor during the acceleration process 

might impose additional restrictions and, consequently, affect vehicle’s safety performance. 
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